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Review

Ethical and legal issues of HIV screening in anal
condylomatosis: an overview
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Abstract: Although the strong evidence of the prevalence of condylomata in the HIV-positive population, literature on HIV
prevalence and regulation of HIV screening in HIV-unscreened population which is diagnosed with condylomata is unconclusive. Our aim is to review literature about HIV screening and diagnosis of anal condylomata in order to evaluate medical aspects, ethical and legal issues concerning the management of this disease. We undertook an online search on Pubmed for the
keywords “HIV”, “screening” and “anal condylomata” and 21 papers were analysed, 2 being randomized controlled trial, 9
comparative studies and 10 reviews. A total of 1211 patients were reviewed. All authors strongly recommend HIV testing in
patients with clinical evidence of anal condylomata. In undeveloped countries with high prevalence of HIV, a proctological
evaluation could be a good opportunity to have a “targeted” screening in a high risk population. In conclusion, two HPV vaccines now available could represent an unexpected therapeutic option for HIV infected male patients to prevent anal cancer.
Clinical trials and prospective studies are necessary to validate this interesting hypothesis.
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INTRODUCTION

HIV infection is a true plague and a major health concern worldwide. It is estimated that 33.4 millions people
globally have been infected to date. HIV transmission is by
sexual contact, intravenous drug abuse, maternal to fetal
route or rarely through transfusion of infected blood or
blood products. HIV infection is a dynamic process with
pathological features that vary with the chronology of the
disease1. Nowadays, though most countries have ready access to screening centers and retroviral treatment, factors
such as extreme poverty, social stigma and lack of education can be obstacles to proper management of the disease.
Despite tremendous efforts by organizations worldwide,
personal, political, social and economic barriers compromise treatment and prevention. Chronic immunosuppression for various reasons is an important risk factor for persistent infections with human papillomavirus (HPV) and,
consequently, HPV-associated disease2. Most genital warts
(condylomata lesions) will spontaneously resolve in the
immunocompetent population3, but immunocompromised
patients with condylomata (especially HIV-infected patients) generally require an expensive therapy, carrying a
high risk of recurrence. There seems to be a complex interaction between HIV, HPV and local mucosal immune
mechanisms4. HIV enhances the HPV transcription and upregulates HPV E7 which influences the cellular differentiation leading to the higher amounts of HPV DNA in the tissue5. Furthermore, HPV causes a decrease in the number of
the local macrophages, Langerhans and CD4 cells and the
impairment of the local cytokine production resulting in
impaired local immune control of HPV infection6. Many
studies have now documented that people living with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/AIDS, mainly men
who have sex with men (MSM), but also heterosexual men
and women, have an increased risk for anal cancer7,8. In
HIV-infected women, the risk for anal cancer is approximately 14 times higher than among HIV-positive women
diagnosed with AIDS, with the anal cancer rate estimated
at 30-36 per 100 000 person-years9. Although there is
strong evidence of the prevalence of condylomata in the
HIV-positive population, literature on HIV prevalence and
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regulation of HIV screening in HIV-unscreened population
who is diagnosed with condylomata is unconclusive10,11.
Because of the intimate nature of questions on sexual behaviors and sexually-transmitted infection risks, detailed
and accurate data to assess HIV risk are challenging to collect. Anogenital warts can be considered a visible marker
of HIV risk and could help clinicians treating non-gayidentified MSM who may be reluctant to disclose some sex
behaviors. Particularly for these non-gay-identified MSM
(but for all MSM as well as transgenders), failure to screen
for HIV during any health-related encounter represents a
missed opportunity to detect incidental infections. Our aim
is to review the literature about HIV screening and diagnosis of anal condylomata in order to evaluate medical aspects, ethical and legal issues concerning the management
of this disease.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We undertook an online search on Pubmed for the keywords “HIV”, “screening” and “anal condylomata” and we
found 83 papers, which have been published during the last
30 years. We included in our review all the original articles
and reviews in order to evaluate the state of art in terms of
HIV screening and diagnosis of anal condylomatosis. We
excluded papers which were not written in English and single case report. Our analysis considered several clinical
characteristics, HPV genotypes, coexisting HIV infection
and related therapeutic options.

RESULTS

21 papers were analysed, 2 being randomized controlled
trials, 9 comparative studies and 10 reviews. A total of 1211
patients were reviewed. Some studies investigated HPV
genotypes , others compared results after surgical treatment
versus no surgery but topical cream, in several papers authors evaluated the efficacy of several HPV detection tests.
2 studies did not include HIV patients.
8 papers reported ethical and legal issues about the management of HPV-HIV coexisting disease and HIV screen-
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ing in patients affected by anogenital warts. All authors
strongly recommend HIV testing in patients with clinical
evidence of anal condylomata. Prior to testing, the patient
should be consented with a thorough explanation of the rationale, risks, and benefits of testing12. Consequently, the
discussion of ethical and legal issues about HIV testing is
the key to obtain a voluntary informed consent13. In case of
positive result, the patient must be directly sent to the proper treatment. Taking care of the positive patients as soon as
possible is an ethically fundamental step to ensure patients
to benefit from knowing their HIV condition. An unconsented HIV testing is forbidden. As regard as HIV-tested
patients, all standard measures to ensure strict confidentiality should be applied, consistently with applicable law.
These include storing HIV test results in a secure medical
record, protection of the legal proceeding if applicable, and
establishing security protections to prevent unauthorized
disclosure of test results to third parties14,15. The incidence
of anal cancer in HIV-positive MSM is comparable with
that of cervical cancer before the introduction of screening
programme16 and the question is whether such a screening
would also be an effective strategy to decrease the incidence of anal malignancy. According to cost-benefit model,
anal cytological screening in HIV-positive MSM should be
cost-effective for preventing anal cancer.
DISCUSSION

HIV has become a more and more frequent condition all
over the world, nevertheless many questions about screening guidelines remain unanswered. Anal condylomatosis is
a disease which is frequently associated to HIV sero-positivity and could be a marker of concomitant infection.
However the intimate nature of the disease and the common patient reticence about sexual habits together with the
strict policy regulating HIV diagnosis make the management of this condition very difficult form the medical, ethical and legal views. To date, literature about this topic provides unclair results17,18.
Youngs and Hooper19 found no strong ethical objections
to self-testing being made widely available in the UK. Pretest counselling for an HIV test is not an ethical necessity,
and self-testing has the potential to increase early diagnosis
of HIV infection, thus improving prognosis and reducing
ongoing transmission. Self-testing kits might also empower
people and promote autonomy by allowing people to dictate the terms on which they test their HIV status.
Admittedly, there are some potential areas of concern.
These include the possibility of user error with the tests,
and the concern that individuals may not present to health
services after a positive result. False negatives have the potential to cause harm if the ‘window period’ is not understood, and false positives might produce psychological distress. There is, however, little evidence to suggest that selftesting kits will cause widespread harm, and we argue that
the only way to properly evaluate whether they might cause
significant harm is to carefully evaluate their use, now that
they are available on the market.
Maybe it can be a good solution in undeveloped countries with high prevalence of HIV, where a proctological
evaluation could be a good opportunity to have a “targeted”
screening in a high risk population.
Limitations of the study are poor quality data and the fact
that the majority of included studies are retrospective analyses, but in our opinion it represents a pragmatic overview
about an interesting and overdiscussed aspect of a diffuse
pathological condition.
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CONCLUSION

Improved medical therapy of HIV infection have made individuals with advanced immunosuppression live longer, so the
incidence of HPV-associated tumors and other cancers within
this population shows an increasing trend20,21. Although it is
clear that HIV patients have higher incidence of anal intraepithelial neoplasia, the correct approach to the treatment of this
pre-carcinogenic condition is not well established22. For this
reason, HIV screening in patients affected by HPV genotype
16 and 18 might be a valid tool to study the histological and
immunohistochemical features of the interaction between these
viruses and lesions deriving from their co-infection23.
Moreover, two HPV vaccines now available24 could represent
an unexpected therapeutic option for HIV infected male patients to prevent anal cancer. Clinical trials and prospective
studies are necessary to validate this interesting hypothesis.
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